SHELF UNIT
Model No:
Part Nos:
Model No:
Part Nos:

CSR5150 - 150kg rated (Painted)
6600504 (silver), 6600516 (black), 6600506 (red), 6600508 (blue)
CSR5350 - 350kg (Painted)
6600510 (silver), 6600518 (black), 6600512 (red), 6600514 (blue)

CSR 5150 Dims (WDH);-Shelving 800x300x1500mm/Bench Layout 1600x300x750mm.Product weight 16.7kg
CSR 5350 Dims (WDH);-Shelving 900x400x1800mm/Bench Layout 1800x400x900mm.Product weight 27.8kg

PARTS INVENTORY CHECKLIST
MDF Shelves ...................................... 5
Short shelf supports ......................... 10
Long Shelf Supports . ........................ 10
Angle Leg Sections ............................ 8
Plastic floor protectors ....................... 8
Angle Leg Corner Spacers ................ 4
Nuts and Bolts .................................... 4

Please read these instructions before
assembly.

TOOLS NEEDED FOR THE JOB
• A hammer or a mallet
• A screwdriver and 10mm spanner (corner
bench only)

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
Decide on the position you require the bottom shelf to be.
Fit 1 short shelf support between the 2 leg angles.
Repeat this again making sure that the same short shelf support
is at the same height.
Now fit the 2 long shelf supports matching the 2 short shelf supports.
Always hammer gently, being sure the shelf support tabs are
in line with the leg angle slots.
If the tabs are out of line, simply bend them to line
up either way to suit.
Do not use force and damage the tabs.
When hammering the shelf supports, always hammer
the surface closest to the angle.
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Fit another 2 short shelf
supports at the desired height then fit the 2 long shelf
supports to match the short shelf supports.
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Fit the plastic protectors
provided on the end of
each leg

Position the MDF
shelves on to the
shelf supports after
full assembly.

5
For assembly as a 5 shelf
unit, with a shelf at the joint
between top and bottom leg.......
Fit a short shelf support between the
top legs, as shown, then insert the
lower tab of the shelf support into the
top slot of the lower leg.
Repeat this at the other end, then fit
the 2 long shelf supports.

6
Assembling as a standard bench
Refer to Step I and Step 2, assemble as
shown, bolting the two frames together with
the nuts, bolts and spacers supplied, then
position the 4 MDF shelves as in step 3.

7
Assembling as a corner bench
The same assembly instructions apply as Step
7 except you bolt the bench together at right
angles as illustrated.

MAY WE SUGGEST...
• Your Hammer-Fast Shelving should be fastened to the wall where possible wfth the
necessary fasteners (not included).
• Always place heavier items on the lower shelves.
• Always evenly distribute your loads across the shelves where possible.
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